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This document does not set out to encompass all facets of Irish life.

Instead

of listing a series of individual proposals we have chosen to indicate the
major policy changes which we know are necessary for Ireland to break
out of the self destructive vicious circle created by the Fianna Fail
Governments between 1977 and 1982.

Apart from introducing a roore corrmercial.structure for the marketing of the
products of State Forests, we do not propose that our problems be answered by
setting up new bodies, new corrrnittees or new authorities.
propose to abolish or to rationalise some existing bodies.

On the contrary, we

It is time for

· political parties to produce real· solutions, to act themselves - not to pass
the buck to others.

Secondly, we do not believe that throwing money at a problem will sanehow
solve it - even if the rooney were there, which it clearly isn't.

Fine Gael believes that the self destructive circle of high spending, high
taxation, high borrowing and high interest rates can be broken only by real
and specific cuts in government spending.

Such spending cuts are popular in

theory with some people - but they are rarely popular when spelt out in
detail.

Yet anything less than specific detailed proposals would be only

window-dressing. Unless details are set out before an election, action will

n

be rruch harder to take afterwards.
Fine Gael is the <Dly political. party with the caimge

to say just lllhat needs

to be dale to redlce expenditure, specifically a1d in detail.

"

The primary thrust of Fine Gael policy for the 1987 Election is necessarily
economic - for the economic crisis overshadows all other considerations in
relation to the irrrnediate future.

Getting out of our present economic and financial difficulties;

restoring our economic independence, now threatened by our gross
over-dependence on foreign borrowing;
and reviving hope in the future of our country and in its
potential to provide work within this island for its new generations;
these are major issues facing this generations;
but they are not the only ones

We are faced also with a more general challenge - that of our relationship
with the modem world, and of the kind of society we want to create in Irelar.d
for our children and for their children after them.

That · society has to be part of the global society;

but it does not have to

be, and few of us wa,t it to be, a mere reflection of a mass world culture.
We want to retain our distinctive Irish identity, while playing our part in
the greater world outside.

We have not yet resolved this tension to oor own

satisfaction.

Some amongst us, reacting against so much that is unattractive about the
modem world, have been tempted to tum in on ourselves;

to try to shelter

our society from outside forces. But that reaction, while understandable, is a
counsel of despair.

The world outside will not go away;

insistently on our door.

it knocks

Either we create in our own land a culture, a value
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system and a society self-confident enough to take its rightful. place with
others, or we shall be overwhelmed.

Fine Gael rejects the forces of reaction, which are so often narrow,
inward-looking and intolerant.

We want to create in Ireland an ethos

distinctively Irish, and capable of standing on its own feet.

We want to see

emerging a culture that grows out of the deep and diverse roots that we have
inherited, something that finds its inspiration in the values that
Christianity, with its roots in the Judaic tradition, upholds.

That culture, if it is to bring together the people of this island in a
coherent society that will hold us together in a genuine corrm..mi ty, cannot be
based on one tradition alone, amongst those we have inherited.

It has been Fine Gael's distinctive contribution to the 1980's to raise this
question of our Irish identity, and to ask the Irish people to face the
issues implicit in it, which will not go BJ11ay.

We cannot avoid facing

the question as to whether we want to revert to a traditional-type society,
based on·a single strand - albeit by far the m::>st important strand of our
past - or whether we want to build a society that will be broad and tolerant
enough to comprehend the whole of our heritage.

Those who attempt to portray Fine Gael's corrmitment to a tolerant and
comprehensive Irish society as involving a repudiation by any of us of the
particular tradition each of us has individually inherited are being
dishonest with themselves and with others.
deeply our roots ;

Each of us in Fine Gael values

but we value also elements of the Irish tradition which

are not ours, but the validity of which we nevertheless recognise - including,
most difficult of all for many of us, the Northern tmionist tradition.

We in

Fine Gael cannot see a peaceful and successful Ireland emerging if it rejects
that tradition, or any other.

And we intend to pursue the task of bringing

II

together within a comnon Irish framework all those, however far apart they may
,,---

feel themselves today, whose roots are in this island.

'

In a~ election necessarily fought primarily on economic issues, these
questions will probably not play a prominent part.

But we wish to put on

record at the outset our comnitment to our vision of the Ireland of the
future, which will be tolerant and open, but distinctively and unnistakably

Irish, built on the finn foundations with which Christian values have endowed
our people.

0
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'1HE FINE GAEL/LAB:lJR OOVERtl4ENl' OF 1982-1987

The 1982-1987 Fine Gael and Labour Coalition Government is not seeking
re-election.

With the backing of the people, who wanted to see the restoration of normal
Government in the State, Fine Gael formed this Government with the Labour
Party in December 1982.

Under Fiarma Fail, the economy had been running out

of control, with no attempt being ma.de to manage it effectively,

0

save during

the brief period of Fine Gael/Labour Government of June 1981 to Jarruary 1982.
Public spending had been allowed to jump by

50}~

in the previous five years.

We were faced with the only attempt in the history of the State to politicise
the Gardai, and to tmdennine the rights of citizens by illegal telephone
tapping.

Our relations with Britain, our other European partners and the

wider world were at an all-time low.

With the Labour Party, Fine Gael in Government since December 1982 has done

0

what the Irish people asked us to do.

We have restored straight Government.

Wo:ri<.ing within existing structures, we have achieved remarkable successes in
may

areas:
~

Inflation has been reduced from 21% to ~/4

- We have reduced borrowing to a far lower proportion of what we
produce anually
- We have secured a smaller, more efficient public service
- We have got our State canpanies into far better shape
- We have expanded our educational system, with a bigger share of our
population now in education than in

arw other cotmtry

- We have encouraged home ownership, now at a higher level than
anywhere else, and have drastically reduced the local authority

.I.V

housing waiting list, halving the waiting time for

L

council dwellings

- We have irrproved each year the living standards of the disadvantaged,
especially of old age pensioners and the long term unemployed
- We have dealt successfully with a series of unforeseeable crises
such as the I.R.A funds seizure, and the P.M.P.A and I.C.I. collapses

at no cost whatever to the taxpayers (contrary to Fianna Fail
propaganda the entire cost of saving the I.C.I. is being carried
by the Banks, with the Central Bank acting as an intermediary)

- We have enacted the Single European Act

0

All this while cutting PAYE income tax rates in 1985 and 1986 by a total of
£300 million a year.

BlJl' 'llIIS IS l'Ol' ElO.G-1

0

FINE GAEL POLICY

1. JOBS - 'mE PRICIU'l'Y

Ireland has been caught in a spiral of high spending, high
taxation, high borrowing and high interest rates. · Working within the present
structures we have not been able to break out of this vicious circle. While
our partners in Government helped us contain the problem with effective
management, they have not felt able to join us in taking the policy leaps
forward which are necessary' to tackle the :f\mdarnental problems of our econoor.r.

The radical policy shifts needed to pull us out of this vicious circle and
make real jobs include:
- Cutting public spending. Fine Gael utterly reject tile mly
other opticns: roore taxaticn

a,d

11Dre borrowing

- Presenting a credible medium-term prograrnne to reduce the burden of
taxation
- Encouraging enterprise and sharing wealth
- Freeing rigidities in the labour market so as to provide more people
with the chance to work
- Developing our natural resources faster and roore effectively
- Getting rid of the rigid distinction between State owned enterprises
and privately-owned enterprises
- Increasing the efficiency of the Public Service

We also need to curtail restrictive practices in the 'free sector' of society.

.....

1.1. ctrrrnt SPENDnt TO MAKE REAL JOBS.

.)

1.1.1. Public Spending
,.

'!he :fundamental problem we face is that the level of public spending

in Ireland is

far too high for a country at this stage of development.

'!here are concrete reasons for this:We have roore young people than any other developed country, and we educate
a much higher proportion of them than, happens for example, in weal tlrler
Great Bri ta:1n
Government policies have helped us to becane the country with the highest
rate of hane ownership in the world
In recent years, in contrast to many other countries, we have increased

social welfare payments faster than the rate of inflation
We provide a whole range of services free for everyone, regardless of
whether they can afford to pay for them or not
The violence of the IRA both in the North and here has forced us
virtually to double the size

of

our Aney and to increase the numbers

of Gardai well beyond what would be required to deal with normal crime.
On

top of this, between 1977 and 1982 the State sharply increased the

size of the public service outside the security area
'lhi.s combination of policies cannot all be sustained.

We have to be more

selective.

1.1.2 Borrowing
Because public spending now far outnms taxation, the shortfall has been met
fran year to year by borrowing at home and abroad.

The sheer scale of

borrowing forced on us by the public spending policies of 1977 to 1982 has
pushed the burden of interest so high that: -
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- We are n<M close to the point of borrowing only to PfV interest oo past

borrowing
- Interest on borrowing absorbs the equivalent to al.nDst all the tax
collect.ed under P.A. Y.E.

While

we

have trinmed public sector borrowing in recent years, first reducing

the borrowing required by prevailing government policies from a threatened 27%

to 2rP/o of national output in 1981/1982, and since then cutting it to 13%
between 1982 and 1987, this is not enough.

Borrowing is still too high.

Major policy changes with regard to public spending are needed to tackle the

0
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problem at its roots.

The 1987 Budget proposals set out a range of policy

measures involving spending reductions in excess of £200 million in 1987. The
,.
aim in future Budgets will be to reduce the total Public Sector borrowing
requirement by one and a half percentage points a year - slightly more than
the one and a quarter point annual reduction effected between 1982 and 1987,
but concentrated more on borrowing for current purposes.

1.1.3 Interest Rates

0
High Government borrowing leads to a high demand for money, and this makes
high interest rates inevitable, high interest rates starve investment and thus
destroy the prospect of more jobs.

It is perfectly obvious that,

1

(.. __

realistically, investment can spring only from low interest rates.

Until we break out of the vicious circle of high spending/high taxation /high
borrowing, there is no prospect of getting interest rates down to where they
should be.

Already we have made Ireland more competitive.

When inflation was running at

21% under Fianna Fail we were pricing ourselves out of the market.

Now, with

,
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prices rising at only 3% a year, we can really carpete.
has m:,ved sharply in our favour;
The only

Ireland Inc. is

rDW

The balance of trade

trading at a profit.

thing that is holding us back is the burden of debt and high

interest rates.

A real and lasting solution to unemployment can only be a long term solution
along these lines but Fine Gael recognises that young people cannot be
.. expected to wait several years before they have a chance of a job.

For that

reason we have introduced schemes such as the Enterprise Allowance Scheme, the
Social Fnployment Scheme, and the Teamwork Scheme, all of which are wor:king

•

0

effectively for those who use them.
term solutions;

These schemes do not pretend to be long

but they have given over 25,000 people an opportlmi ty to help

..

. themselves here and now.

• At the

saire

spending.

time we have boosted the construction industry with effective

While· the House Improvement Grants will by the end of this year

have cost the tax payer £.125 million, they will have generated almost £.250
million worth of construction activity in 1986/1987.

.And we are meeting a

real econcmic need through our £.500 million road construction progranme, the

Q

biggest ever in the history of the State.

These things have been achieved by diverting resources from less useful and
less urgent purposes.

Total borrowing for Capital purposes has actually been

reduced during this period.

\.
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1. 2 REFORMIOO TAXATIC!i

1.2.1 Reducing Taxation

The high level of direct and indirect taxatioo is in itself.a major obstacle
to employment.

It is an integral part of the vicious circle created by the

11uge increase in spending in the late 1970's and early 1980's.

To break this

vicious circle we IJUSt cut spending and get borrowing down to the point where
there can be real, sustained relief of the tax burden.

0
While there are inequities in the tax system, the real inequities are in the
way we misuse the tax-payers I money.
spending.

Reform nust begin with reform of

If, because of excessive borrowing, there is not room for a real

reduction in the level of taxation, tax reform can mean only that for every
pound of inequity relieved in any one part of the system an additional burden
is created soroowhere else in the system.
reform at the present time.
overall levels of tax.

'!hat is the major obstacle to tax

Real tax reform DUSt involve reducti<ES in the

This can come ally fran reduced spending.

0
Fine Gael's inmediate aim is to reduce the share of taxation in Ireland to a
level at or below the OECD average.

In the meantime, reform within the tax

system will be guided by the principle of the enhancement of the
incentive to worlc.

- The tax bands need to be modified so that people on relatively modest
incomes do do not find themselves paying tax on part of their incane at
rates that are absurdly high for such people.

The top rate of tax, 560/4, is

not in itself inordinately high, but it is payable by people whose incomes
are quite low - e.g.

a single person with £10, 500 a year.

back to the the point where the great majority - at least
two thirds of taxpayers are on the initial

Getting
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tax rate now 35'6 - will require that we make reasonable progress towards

restoring balance in the public finances generally.

- But there is also a need

)

to reduce this in1 tial rate of tax.

The 35% rate

at which Irish workers enter the tax net is the highest in the OECD.

Fine

Gael's objective is also to reduce this rate, which is the one that affects
many lower paid workers.

,.
1.2.2 Introducing Self Assessment

Cl

FINE GAEL PRCFOOES 'ro lN.l'1DU!E S E L F ~ OF TAX.
through within three years.

.

'!his will be carried

The purpose for which self-assessment is being

introduced is to inprove tax collection.

The present system is cumbersome.

Reverrue staff are involved in making assessments of all tax payers, rather

than concentrating resources in areas of significant evasion. The new system
will give Revenue resources to concentrate on eliminating evasion, thus
helping to create conditions for an overall reduction in the tax burden.

It has been Fine Gael's objective to make this change-over as rapidly as

Q

possible;

ex.perts with experience in self-assessment in the United

States, who have recently been attached to the Reverrue Coomissioners, have
shown that this is an attainable objective.

...

A surrmary of their findings has

just been published by the Minister for Finance •

Fine Gael will start in 1987 by introducing a form of self assessment with
respect to fann tax.

We recognise that the process of assessing adjusted

acres is necessarily a slow one, full inplementation of which will take a
number of years.

later this year, when fanners with over 80 adjusted acres

will have been assessed, other farmers will be asked to make returns
of their own estimation of their adjusted acreage, together with
the tax payments appropriate to this figure,

17

Wlere this figure exceeds 20 adjusted acres. Checks based on experience

I

r

already gained by the Fann Tax Conrnissioners will control attenpts at evasion
through

'!he

under-estimation.

extension of self-assessment to Corporation Tax and Income Tax will

follow.

Based on U.S.

experience, involving spot checks and heavy penalties

f'or fraudulent tax returns, this system is expected to be effective in
minimising and going a long way towards eliminating the tax evasion that
exists at present in this sector.

0
Already we

have

:In the. past two years:

Reduced the five different Income Tax rates to three
Extended the first two bands by one quarter from £6,(X)() to £7,S(X)
.Abolished the 1% Income Levy
Increased the PAYE allowance to £700
As a result of' these measures the tax payable by a -married couple on an income

0

of' £14,(X)() has been reduced by £400.
In addition

we have

in these past two years:

Reduced the top Income Tax rate from 65% to 58%
Simplified the VAT from five rates to three, and eliminated the top

35% rate
Reduced VAT for a whole range of services employing people rather
than machines

Now we are about to take the next step - introducing self-assessment.

,
'.

1.3 ENCOURAGING ENTERPRISE.

Already this present Government has undertaken a whole range of measures to
encourage enterprise and employment.

In successive Finance Acts, the Goverrrnent

has introduced tax concessions

to

encourage employees to become shareholders in the company in which they work,
and the public in general to becorre shareholders in productive business.

Democracy is stronger in a coimtry in ktiich the ma.jori ty of' people own a

Q

share in the wealth of the nation.

democracy is vulnerable.

If the wealth is owned by a few people,

The Government's campaign to broaden share

ownership has therefore a wider political objective - to st~ngthen democracy
through a wider diffusion of weal th ownership, both to workers in their own
firms, and to the general public.

The purpose of the Government in introducing the Business Expansion Scheme,
and the enhanced tax incentives for workers, has been to create the best tax
incentives in Europe for people to become shareholders.

0

a dramatic effect.

Already this has had

The number of firms seeking capital through the Business

F..xpansion Scheme has increased sharply in the last 18 months.

Moreover,

already 20,000 Irish workers own shares in the businesses in which they are
employed.

Fine Gael's ~arget in Government over the next four years is to increase the
rate of capital placed in manufacturing and traded services business through
the Business Expansion Scheme frcrn £7 million pot.mds a year in 1986 to £30
million potmds in 1990.

The Government's objective in reg~ to worker shareholders is to increase the
nunber of worker shareholders from 20,000 in 1986 to 100,000 in 1990.

. ..,

1. 3 .1. New proposals 1n 1987 Budget Relating To Wider Share CMnership

New measures to pranote wider share ownership have just been announced 1n
the 1987 Budget proposals.

These include the following new incentives which

will be introduced under the Business Expansion Scheme:
Investors 1n the new designated ftmds under the Scheme will be
allowed to opt for tax relief against income in the year in which
investments in the ftmd are made 1n respect of shares issued before
the end of the following year

0

Investors acquiring qualifying shares under the Scheme in excess of
£25,000 1n one year will be allowed to carry forward the excess to the
following year for tax relief purposes
At present

SO¼ of

the dividend income received by Irish shareholders

in marrufacturing c~anies is exempt fi'orn tax, up to a limit of £7,000
per anrun.

This limit will be increased to £9,000 where the canpany

has an approved profit sharing.scheme
Shares issued to employees as part of a redundancy or retirement
package will not under certain conditions be reckonable for tax

0

purposes.

This will be additional to the tax relief which such

employees enjoy in the normal course

c.v

1. 3. 2 Other New Proposals 1n 1987 Budget to Encoorage Enterprise

In order

to assist the car hire and taxi businesses, the annual

rate of weaI'-and-tear allowance oo rootor vehicles will be doubled
in the case of vehicles provided for short-tenn hire to the public
Consideration is being given to a possible tax incentive for
export sales representatives who spend a mini.IIun rrumber of days
working overseas

0

Proposals are being actively examined for futures, swaps,
options and other new types of financial markets to be located in
Dublin.

Ireland, with its yomig, highly educated and Fnglish

speaking population is ideally placed to use its roodem

telecomunications network to create jobs in this rapidly expanding
field
. Further measures will be considered for 1988.

One of these would allow people

to divert a portion of the interest relief that is available to them for
I

rrortgages to interest in borrowing to purchase shares.

0
1. 4. FREEING UP THE ·LABOUR MARKET

The labour market is the market for jobs.
market, output alone will not create jobs.
just growth.

Without an efficient labour
The answer to employment is not

In the 1980s the European growth rate was

than that in the United States.

only fractionally less

Yet, while employment fell in Europe in the

early 1980s it actually rose by 30 million in the United States.

Why?

A

large part of the answer lies in the fact that the United States does not have
the rigidities in the labour market which exist in Europe.

C.L

1.4.1 Pensions
In Ireland and in the rest of Europe it is roore difficult to make radical
changes in your career than it is in the United States.

l

For exanl)le, a

relatively high°percentage of people in Ireland are in pennanent pensionable
jobs in which the pension is not transferable.

People are thus inhibited fran

making radical changes in their career for fear of losing pension rights.
This problem has already been largely solved within the public sector, where
there is pension transferability between about 90 different bodies, but it
still remains a problem both within the private sector, and between the public
and private sectors.

0
Accordingly, Fine Gael will introduce a new condition for the recognition of
pension schemes for tax purposes.

Pension schemes will in future be required

to contain provisions for the transferability of the benefit to other
employments, or for deferred payment of pension benefits that have accrued in
the firm in question, so that they.may be enjoyed after retirement age even
where an employee moves to another job.

In 1986, the Government established

the National Pensions Board to advise on this and other wa:y5 of improving
pension systems.

Q
1.4.2. Starting Salaries

High starting salaries are an inhibition to the employment of a greater nunber
of yotmg people.

Very many yet.mg people would be happy to start work at

salaries ~ell below the existing starting salaries.

They are prevented from

doing so by the tmwillingness of those concerned to accept the introduction of
lower initial salaries for such workers even though this would have no adverse
affect on those already ·employed.

Fine Gael in Government will initiate

changes in this respect in the public sector, and will encourage changes in
the private sector, where such changes would result in more jobs being
available for young people.

1.4.3. Mobility

In Ireland and the rest of Europe people are not as willing as they are in the
United States to move a,ray fran their home to work in different parts of the
cOlil'ltry.

Fine Gael will discuss with the trade union movement what steps

should be taken to facilitate greater internal mobility within Ireland.

The

absence of internal mobility here, especially fran Dublin to other areas, is
striking when coopared with the high level of rutward mobility reflected in
Irish emigration rates.

0

The exceptionally high rate of home ownership -

obviously a good thing itself - and the relatively small proportion of rented
acconmodation are factors discouraging mobility.

Fine Gael will tackle this

by

reductions in the rate of tax ( stamp duty) on second hand houses over the
next two years
encouraging private rented accorrmodation in provincial areas

The ability to improve cne' s education in mid-life is important to job
mobility.

0

In the education section of the docunent we have set out proposals

in this regard.

1.4.4. Industrial Relations

Industrial disputes benefit nobody.

In an obvious sense the employer suffers,

and_employees rarely recoup the wages they have lost, quite apart from
endangering the security of their employment.
cotmtry suffers.

In a wider sense the whole

Our industrial relations franework at present is defective

in that it does not provide for a logical sequence of steps to be followed
before the ultimate weapon of strike action is invoked.

Fine Gael in

Government will provide that trade tmion iimuni. ty as prov.tded tmder the 1906

,
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Act Will apply Where a six point mandatory procedure has been followed, as
recarmended by the Carmission on Industrial Relations.

The six steps 1n

question are:

1.

Discussions between the Parties.

2.

Conciliation.

3.

Adjudication.

4.

Secret ballot.

5.

The .Authorisation of Industrial Action.

6.

The Issue of Notice of Industrial Action.

0
Fine Gael 1n Government will initiate discussions between trade muons and
~loyers on this legislation.

Fine Gael will also re-introduce into the terms of reference of the Labour
Court the "National Interest" clause that used to be included in them.

The effect of the dropping of this clause some years ago has been to preclude

the Labour Court from having any regard to the national interest in its
adjudications, which in Fine Gael's view is undesirable and indeed dangerous.

0

,,

1. 5 EXPWITING NATURAL RESOURCES

1. 5 .1 Agriculture

The future of Irish agriculture lies in exploiting market opportunities, L,

J

particularly in the European Coomunity where our exporters have unrestricted
access to a market of over 320 million people.

Agriculture provides the raw

material for an increasingly sophisticated food-processing industry and it is
irrportant that we build on Ireland's reputation for a clean and unpolluted

Q

environment for the production of high quality consumer goods.

Fine Gael in

Government will continue to encourage a radical re-orientation of the whole
agriculture/food processing sector.

We will implement fundamental changes in

the structure of Government and in the organisations servicing agriculture to
maximise the development of a new marketing strategy with particular erJi>hasis
I

on new products.

This radical re-orientation of policy Will require major

changes in the work bf both AfXJr and AFT which, for this purpose, will be
merged and re-organised with an injection of talent related to the needs of
the food processing sector.

0

In the difficult period ahead the skill and detennination of our negotiators
in Brussels will be crucial to the success of Irish agriculture.

The record

of the past four years is the best criterion by which to judge this
performance in this respect.

Over these foor years agriculture in the

European Corrmunity has faced its greatest difficulties since the introduction
of the Corrrnon Agricultural Policy.

While the accumulation of vast food

surpluses has been a symptom of the success of the CAP, it has given rise to
ever-increasing financial problems.

These have had to be tackled to avoid the

destruction of a policy from which Irish agriculture has benefited so
substantially over the years.

The problems have been ccxnpounded here by the

two worst surrrners in living memory.

Against this background we have had exceptional success in the negotiatioos

the refonn of the CAP.

~

case has been forcefully and effect!vely

~

(

represented at the negotiating table 1n Brussels. Most recently, and
against the background of severe financial constraints facing the Ccxmunity,
our determined efforts produced a refonn package which safeguards both the
long-tenn future of the CAP and Irish fanners incanes.

It is clear that considerable expansion is possible 1n both beef and sheep
with nuch greater added-value opportunity in milk.

0

The re-structuring of the

CAP will result in roore market opportunities and greater long-term stability.

In its 1987 Budget proposals Fine Gael

has

taken further steps to help fanners

in different parts of the comtry in a n:unt>er of different weys
Regional reference income criterion for farm investment are
being replaced by a single national incare criterion
The rate of grant for cattle and sheep housing in,
disadvantaged areas is being raised from 35% to 45%
Grants of £5SO·per hectare are being made available for
farmers outside the Western Package area who afforest their

0

land
The amoi.mt of leasing inccxne exempted frorn Income Tax will be
increased from £2,00 to £2,800 a year where leasing contracts
are entered into before December 31st next
Stock relief is being continued for a :further year
Grants are to be made available for Fann Guest-house tourism
and craft projects tmdertaken tmder a Fann Plan in
Disadvantaged Areas

'

A proposal is being put to the Coomission to upgrade the
status of less severely handicapped and sheep head.age areas
to the status of more severely handicapped

l

Financial provisions have been made to cover a full round of
TB testing during 1987
The Fann Troe is being introduced on a self-assessment basis
for farmers between 20 and 80 adjusted acres
f11Ea1while over the past fwr years Irish farmers have

greatly benefi tecl

from Fine Gael's achievements in Government.
We have

reduced inflation from 21% to 3%, thereby considerably reducing
fanners input costs e.g. energy, fertilisers and feeding-stu...-l'fs
doubled total expenditure on agriculture from £625 million in 1981 to

u

£1,321 million in 1986

brought in a Fann Improvement Progranme under which considerable
investment aid is available to farmers
made additional aid payable to young fanners in the form of an
installation grant
introduced and given a tax incentive for longterm land leasing
introduced the stamp duty exemption for young farmers to encourage
land transfers to young trained farmers
set up potato and vegetable marketing co-operatives to prcxnote the

0

marketing of high quality home grown produce to replace
imports
responded to the crises following two successive bad SllTl'lters
(a)

with emergency aid - over £20 million in 1985 and £15 million
E.E.C aid in 1986

(b)

With the introduction of a £200 million Euro currency loan scheme
with interest rates at about 5.5%, which is proving a major
help to farmers severely hit by the appalling weather conditions

provided for the maintenance of headage payments where land is used
for forestry

increased grant aid on the varioos cattle and sheep schemes Which
apply 1n the Disadvantaged Areas by 132%, from less than £53 million
in 1982
C<M

...

to al.roost £122 million in 1986. This included increasing beef

grant aid from £32 to £70 in 1986.

doubled the value of sheep output fran £54 million in 1980 to £102
million in 1986, and increased ewe nunbers in the same period by over one-third, with an increase in the ewe premium from 75p to £20.
negotiated an exceptional

6% green

pound devaluation in September 1986

( while other Members States were refused devaluations) •

This is worth

over £120 million in a full year and Fine Gael will be seeking a

0

further 5. 8% green ·pound devaluation

in this years' price

negotiations, which will double the £120 million benefit and greatly
irrprove fann incomes in 1987.

This, together with the removal of the

delay in intervention payments for milk products, for which
provision is made in the recent EEC agreement on CAP refonn
should give a price increase of about lOp a gallon during 1987.
secured in the recent negotiations on the refonn of the CAP remarkably
generous compensation for farmers for milk quota cuts, together with
recognition of the special importance of butter intervention in

0

Ireland.

In the case of beef we considerably reduced the cut in

intervention prices which the Conmission had proposed from April 1st
next
negotiated an increase in the suckler cow premium from
£27 per head to £2,7 per head together with a new premium of £15 per
head for male animals which is worth £20 million in 1987.
increased agricultural export earnings by 69% from £1,482 millicn in
1981 to an estimated £2, 500 million in 1986.

Here dynamic prorootion

of the valued added content of the food industry has been an important
factor
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succeeded 1n having an additional 1.25 million acres classified as
Disadvantaged.

This was by far the largest acreage re-classified 1n

any review since we joined the EEC

spent £29 million in 1985 and £26 million in 1986 on disease
eradication despite severe budgetary difficulties.

This all-time high

expenditure enabled the country to be declared officially brucellosis
free in April 1986 and TB prevalence in the national herd was reduced
to 2.84% in November 1986

0

Earlier in 1984, through astute negotiations on the part of the Taoiseach and
'
the Minister for Agriculture and the close links which Fine Gael has with
Christian Democratic Parties in Government in Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Belgium and Luxemburg, and with other EEC Governments such as that of France,
an exceptionally favourable deal in the milk super levy negotiations was
achieved.

We secured for Irish farmers a milk quota 230/4 above it would have

been, had it been fixed on the same basis as for other member states.
This advantage has been retained in the subsequent reshaping of the CAP.

This remarkable record shows the extent of the Governrents' concem for

Q

agriculture and their determination to assist the industry to develop and to
achieve its full potential.

Despite severe budgetary constraints,

substantial aid has been provided for the industry, and favourable terms have
been negotiated at EEC level in the refonn of the CAP.

The special aid

provided to mitigate the worst effects of the adverse weather conditions of
the past two years is a reflection of Fine Gael's deep concem for the
interest of Irish farmers.

Fine Gael is by far the best-equipped party to secure favourable results in
future EEC negotiations affecting agriculture.

29

1.5.2 Forestry

Ireland has an exceptional forestry potential. There are favourable

.

conditions for growth in this sector in Ireland and it is a sector where it is
clear that demand will continue to expand strongly world-wide over years and
decades ahead.

It is attracting increasing attention.from the private sector.

The development of state forests has now reached a stage where a more

conmercial approach is appropriate than has hitherto been needed, in the
period when the forests were being built up.

0
It is Fine Gael policy to ensure that the management and marketing of our
,

State forests will be undertaken in future by a National Forest Enterprise
Body

as recoomended by the Government's Forestry Review Group.

It will have a

degree of independence similar to that of the Revenue Ccmnissioners, and the
staf'f will have Civil Service status.

Fine Gael in its Budget proposals has announced the advance sale of £3 million
worth of trees this year with a view to investing in an expansion of planting

Q

by 1,CXX> hectares.

The sales of these trees will be conducted in such a way as to ensure that
there will be no adverse af'fect on the level of funds currently available in
the private sector for the creation of new forests from bare land.

These

enterprises are a valuable additional source of employment.

One of the obstacles to further development is the problem of providing
fanners with income during the period while forests are growing on their
land but have not matured.

The first step towards resolving this problem has

been the continuation of the head.age payments for lands converted to forestry.
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Other new measures in Fine Gael's 1987 Budget proposa?s designed to encourage
private forestry include grants of £550 per hectare for farmers outside the

._

Western Package area who afforest their land and irrproved grants of £500 per
hectare for non-farmers in these areas.

l.5.3. Tourism

Ireland has an extraordinarily powerf'ul natural resource in

0

tourism.

Why has it not developed :faster?

Inportant reasons have been

-The irrpact of violence in Northern Ireland.

-High access costs
-Under developnent o:f the Tourism infra-structure

Northern Ireland

One of the major obstacles to the developnent o:f tourism in Ireland during the
past twenty years has been the impact o:f the violence in Northern Ireland on

Q

attitudes o:f potential tourists.

'!he tourist boom that had begun in the early

1960s was brought to a sharp ha1 t by the violence in the North, and the
industry has never since recovered its roomentun. The :f\m.damental
causes of this are now being tackled with the Anglo Irish .Agreement.

Access Costs
The sheer cost of getting to this island, geographically peripheral to Europe,
is a major irrpediment to tourism.
transport.

We need further to liberalise air

Fine Gael 1n Goverrnnent has already liberalised air transport

between Ireland and both Britain and the United States
begun to produce positive results.

and this has already

This policy will be continued and

developed and extended to the European continent.

Already, these
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liberalisation measures have had an irrpact on air fare structures which 1n

tum have a:ffected fare structures on cross channel ferry rcx.ites.

Fine Gael 1n Government will continue to work at EEC level not only to
,,

liberalise services but also to remove limitations on the share of the market ·
which work against Aer Lingus and to secure for Irish airlines the right to
pick up and set down passengers between foreign countries on the European

,.

continent.

This is a necessary basis for a major expansioo of the Aer Lingus

network.

0
Developoo:nt of Trurisn In:fra-Stnlcture

The 1987 Budget proposals include inproved grants for non-acc0llll10dation
amenities such as waterways development, recreational facilities etc.

These

proposals also provide for grants to Farm Guest-House Tourism and craft
projects within the framework of a Farm Plan. The budget proposals also
provide for increased grants to sporting amenities provided in association

0

with hotels and other tourist acc0llll10dation.

Fine Gael believes that

sport based tourism has major potential for Ireland.

In oor White Paper on

Tourism we have set out plans to target youth tourism generally, and also
bring outside venture capital into the industry.
form their

own

We want tourist operators to

marketing consortia, rather than rely on Bord Failte alone.

The Budget proposals also will give a boost to the important car hire sector
by a new tax relief.

This will help inprove the cost coopetiveness of Ireland

as a tourist destination.
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Already a number of irrportant measures have been introduced to boost tourism
-

VAT on

-

Grants of up to £30,000 have been provided to upgrade hotels

-

A consultancy service for hotels has been provided through Bord Failte

-

Increased tra:ining for tourism has been provided

-

Fine Gael in Gove:mnent has initiated a major international consultancy

many

services (roans, meals, car hire etc.) has been sharply reduced

of the whole Irish tourism sector to devise

new

innovative ways of

realising the large job potential of this industry

1.5.4 Oil and Gas Exploration

0

'!he price of oil has fallen substantially since 1985, notwi. thstanding the
recent partial recovery engineered by OPEC.

While the balance of payments has

,

benefited, Fine Gael recognises that the respite may be only terrporary.

With

an eye to the future, therefore, it has been our objective for some time to
encourage a higher level of offshore exploration.

As a necessary response to

changed conditions in the oil industry, the Government'announced revised
licensing tenns last September.

The new tenns are reasonable and impartial.

They allow the industry make decisions about further investment.

0

We are greatly encouraged by the recent announcement that BP is to press ahead
with evaluation of the pram.sing oil discovery in Block 49/9.

With this and

other discoveries waiting to be appraised, the prospect of Ireland becaning
an oil producer soon is now very real, with all the direct and indirect
benefits that will follow - additional tax revenues, employment spin-off and
a boost to national confidence.

Fine Gael's policy for the future will be to continue to encourage exploration
and development in a responsible and impartial manner, thereby maximising the
long-tenn benefits to the Irish people.
Mineral exploration on land is also being encouraged with hopeful prospects
for a range of minerals in different parts of the country.

1.5.5 Mariculture and Fisheries

Olr fishing industry was boosted by the 1976 EEC negotiations carried out by

the present Taoiseach, as a result of which our total fish catch has increased
three-fold, while other countries' catches have been restricted..

However,

despite this major positive discrimination in our favour, the Irish fishing
industry has not yet reaped the full benefits of what was then negotiated.
'lhis has been partly because of the adherence by many of our fishermen to
traditional species -a factor that has been dictated by the kind of boat used.

0

This has now started to change.

Fine Gael in Government will concentrate on

the re-orientation of our fishing fleet towards other species for which
markets are now being developed.

It will also encourage a rruch greater amount

of secondary processing, thereby providing a far higher added value

to the

catch.

At the same time fishery harbours will be improved to cater for larger
landings and larger vessels.

The development of Rossaveal will cooplete the

five designated fishery harbours.

Work is also in progress in other harbours

and this prograrrme of development will continue so that the fishery industry

0

can roove towards reaching its full potential.

With the recent designation of parts of our coastline for mariculture
(fish-fanning) pt111)0ses, an explosion of activity in this sector is now taking
place in Galway, Mayo and Donegal.

Much of this activity is in peripheral

regions where opportunities for other fonns of economic activity are limited,
and it is expected that by 1990 3,600 jobs will have been ·created in this new
industry.

Developments have been rruch slower in other coastal areas.

To

ensure a more widespread development of mari-culture, Fine Gael in GoveITJie'lt
will ext.end IDA grants t.o mari-cul ture.

1.6 '1HE PUBLIC SECTOR- MAKnC IT A SOORCE OF DYNAMIC GROW'lH

Up

to now there has been a rigid distinctioo between the {Alblic and private

sectors in Ireland.

'l'his distinction has no rational basis.

.

Fine Geel takes

a pragnatic and progressive view of the question of the expansion of the State
sector into new areas, e.g.

through

bodies like Aer Lingua developing

ancillary services or through the newly established National DevelOJ:JDerlt
Corporation.

1.6.1 Private Investment in Some State Enterprises

0

There are a number of companies owned entirely by the State which Fine Gael
believes could benefit fran private investment which could secure roore rapid
expansion of the enterprises concerned. Where an element of significant
public interest or m::mopoly is involved, the State would contirn.le to hold a
majority of the equity.

In relation to the remainder of the equity, shares

will be offered to employees on favourable tenns, and investment :f'ran the
private sector will be enca.iraged, where it will strengthen the con:pany and
achieve expansion.

0

Companies in this category could include:-

Aer Lingus
NET

Irish Steel
The National Stud
Bord na Mona

and monopolies such as:-

Bord Telecom
Im Post

Bord Gais
Aer Rianta

This list is not necessarily exhaustive. Other enterprises such as the Irish
SUgar Coopany coold at a later stage be added,and decisiais 1n each case 'WOUld

be taken on their rrerits;

the chief criterion would be the likelihood of

faster growth through private participation. '!he primary purpose of the sale
of shares in these concerns will not be to raise funds for the Exchequer but
rather finance further expansion of the body concerned and to limit the need
for further State

borrowing

for ad.di tional investment. In certain cases the

sale of shares to reduce the National Debt will be considered, however.

1. 6. 2.

State Fnterprises which might be sold

0
There are other State Companies, at present owned by the State, which l«Jl.lld be
able to operate at least as well and in some cases better in the national
interest if they were privately owned, and in respect of which the State has
no specific interest in ownership.

One example is, Ostlanna IOOJ)air

Teo,

whose hotel operations have been rescued and made profitable by the
Government.

As

0

far as Fine Gael is concerned, the criterion to be applied to praoote

private involvement of either kind in State enterprises will in all cases· be
the naticnal interest, represented by the d.esirabili ty of

acquiring

capital for expansion of particular companies, the strengthening of
management, or the reduction of the national debt.

additional.

1.6.3 Television

Within a few months ITlOSt TV cable systems Will be offering a further choice of
two low-powered satellite channels.

To those who are outside cable system

areas, the availability of individual receiver dishes, annour1ced last year by

.

the Minister for Corrrnunications, gives access to the low-powered satellite
channels.

In parallel with this development the steady progress towards an

Irish Direct Broadcasting Satellite (DBS) system and steps towards a UK DBS
system is likely to greatly increase the number of TV channels available to
viewers within the next few years.

0

Nevertheless there remains at present a problem of access to external TV
channels in extensive areas of the West and South-West, and in non-urban areas
elsewhere.

Such access has been impeded by two problems, the technical

problel"lS of sca.."'Ce frequencies and the copyright problem.

The difficulties of scarce frequencies may now be coming to an end.

As a

result of research aver the past few years, initiated by the Minister, the
Department of Corrrnunications now proposes to use a newly developed Canadian
system called M.M.D.S. which is economical of frequency use and which holds the

0

promise of enabling the deliverJ of UK TV channels to all parts of the country
however remote.

In relation to copyright, Fine Gael in Government will be prepared to grant
franchise in most areas for M.M.D.S. re-broadcasting, subject to copyright
being negotiated successf\1lly with the relevant interests.

Notwithstanding the major extension of the number of TV channels available to\..
almost all viewers in the coming years the question arises as to whether
further Irish

TV

cr..annels should be provided.

Fine Gael would encourage an

R.T.E. role in the DDS area but also sees a possible role for an independent

Irish TV coopany providing prognmnes for D~, and in the process providing an
al ~me.tive Irish statioo. for Irish TV viewers.

'lhis could very well be in

conjunction with a network of regional TV services - already carmenced in Cork
City on an experimental basis on Cable TV.

It is regrettable that Irish TV is not easily available in Belfast and other
parts on the east of Northern Ireland.
watch RrE.

Many Northerners who have

access to it

It is an objective of Fine Gael policy to have RTE TV services

available throughout Northern Ireland.

The question of Irish language T.V.

0

programning .is being examined by a

working group and Fine Gael_ intend that progress be made in this important

matter.

1.6.4 Radio

Fine Gael propose that RrE have four national radio stations namely:

0

RTE 1

With FM3 offshoot

RTE 2

Over 24 hours

RTE 3

Raidio a Tri (Radio na Gaeltachta renamed)

RTE 4

Long

Wave Radio, possibly in association with

Radio Luxembourg

Fine Gael proposes to re-introduce the Local Radio Bill as soon as possible.
It is not envisaged that RrE will have a major role in this area.
being done in the interests of competition and diversity.

'lhi.s is

The Local Radio

Coomission will be re-named and re-organised to include also in its remit
responsibility for cable TV systems, and arr:, possible alternative independent
Irish DBS TV stations.

1.6.5. Public Tendering for Major Road Projects

The State is currently entering the third year of the National Road Building
Prograrrrne costing almost £500 million.

In addition major water and sewage

works have cost £300 million in the last three years.

These major infra.structurnl prograrrrnes are playing a significant part in the
development of our towns and villages and in reducing journey times, thereby
reducing distribution costs and transport costs for our goods for export.

Fine Gael is conce1nec to ensure that these major capital works are built in

Q

the most cost effective way from the tax payer's viewpoint and also that the
Irish construction industry get every opportunity to participate in this work.

It is for these reasons that the Minister for the Environment recently
announced a new type of Public Contract -design and construct- for major new
\

road projects: - the Dunleer by-pass, the Malahide Road, the Mullingar
by-pass, and the new Dt.mdalk bridge and inner relief road.

These contracts

will cost in the region of £35 million.

0

It is Fine Gael's intention that, in future, all Local Authority capital works
costing more than £1/2 million will be put out to competitive public tender for which the local authorities themselves will also be allowed to compete.

'-.:

1. 6. 6. Subcontracting Maintenarice

The cost of local authority house and road maintenance is a severe burden on
local authorities.

This burden is passed on to the taxpayer through the Rate

Support Grant which must be paid to local authorities.

In the context of its

reform of local government, the Government will encourage the sub-contracting

of road ma.intena'1ce and other local authority maintenance services.
>

This will

be done in such a way as not to interfere with the continuity of errployment of ,

existing employees.

However, in the case of replacement of retiring \\'Orkers,

and the initiation of new services, the first priority will be to open the
work to competitive contract tendering from the private sector as well as from

local authorities themselves.

Where local authorities can do work themselves

more competitively than private contractors, the work will, of course, be
'

done by the local authority, and local authorities will be given power to
tender themselves for outside contracts using their management skills, and
their labour force.

1.6.7

ESB Costs

0
Fine Gael fully supports the conclusions of the Jakobsen Report on the ESB.'
This report gives specific recooniendations for the reduction of overheads in
the ESB.

This is designed to reduce electricity costs to domestic consuners

and to industry.

Fine Gael in Government will be seeking a comprehensive

report from the ESB on the implementation of every aspect of the Jakobsen
report by 21st May, 1987.

In addition, the Government will establish an independent mechanism for

0

validating the tariff structure of the Electricity Supply Board.

This Will

ensure that a competitive and canparable price is paid by the Electricity
Supply Board to private generators of electricity who sell electricity to the
ESB grid.

A clear and fair forrm..lla for the pricing of such electricity is

necessary for the developr.ient of private electricity generation. Withrut
private electricity generation, the full indigenous potential of electricity
generation in Ireland will not be achieved.

This is because sare electricity

generation projects are too small-scale to be undertaken by the
ESB itself, or are subsidiaries of another industrial operation undertaken by
a private firm.

Fine Gael will also seek to promote in conjunction with the British or French
authorities, an inteI"-COnnector with Britain or France which would end our
isolation with respect to electricity production and reduce significantly the
costly reserve capacity made necessary by this isolation.

Fine Gael will also

seek to re-establish the North-South electricity inteI'-COnl1ector destroyed by
the IRA as part of its campaign of national sabotage.

Radical Reforms Already Effected in The State Enterprise Sector
- Ml Post and Telecan Eireann have been set l1> with a successful transition to
the status of State Enterprises, transferring 30,0CX) people out of the Civil
Service.

Q

These companies have kept increases in charges well below our

already low inflation rate
- C.I.E. •s losses have been reduced for three years in a row after 15 years of

continually increasing losses and has been completely re-organised
- New Management has been put in place in the B+I which in order to give that
company the opportuni t'J of survival as a viable concern
- Industrial peace has been established at Dl.t>lin Port
- The hard decision to close Irish Shipping was faced up to
- The taxpayer and the traveller are getting better value for (TK)I1ey f'rom Aer

0

--

Lingus and the policy of increasing competition will be contirrued

- The latest accounts in the comnercial semi-state sector shows that 11 bodies
have now reported profits

1.6.8 Transport

Apart from the foregoing Fine Gael has reduced Corporation Tax on shipping
....

from 50'/4 to 10¾ and introduced a 25% grant for the acquisition of ships •
Expansion of the merchant fleet and marine employment will ensue.

All major

'

harbours will be reorganised.

will be completed.

The liberalisation of road freight transport

Major airport expansion at Dublin Cork and Galway will

be completed. A Transport White Paper is almost ready for publication.

1.7 OCREASING THE ffl'IC!ErCY OF PUBLIC SERVICE

1.7.1 The size of the Public Service

Over the period 1977-1981 public service rose by about 29,CXX>. The
accurrn.ll.ated net cost of this staff expansion is now £1.5 billion.
represents extra borrowing to pay staff salaries.

'!his sum

If we add on the interest

we have been paying on this accurrn.ll.ating borrowing, the overall cost is about
£2 billion.

0

The Government has reversed this uncontrolled rise in public service runbers.
The civil service has been trirrmed for the first time in its history and is
now 7% smaller than it was in 1981. Less people are doing a greater volume of
work for the public.

'!his trirrming has been done with the co-operation of the

public service, to whan a large share of the credit of this achievement nust
be

given. Moreover within this slinmed-down civil service there has been

extensive re-deployment of sta:ff.

In contrast to cuts elsewhere, in

the hard pressed areas of the Office of Revenue Coomissioners and the
Department of Social Welfare, 300 additional staff have been made available

0

since 1981.

In the wider public service rrumbers have been cut in many areas, enabling

an expansion of 3,500 in the education sector and a rise of 1,CXX) in the
number of Gardai, wi1:tnit any increase in the total numbers enployed in this
wider public service.

Fine Gael has already brought in radically new concepts

covering mobility, prcmotion,and management in the public service.

1.7.2. Refonns in the Public Service.

Side by side with the improvements in efficiency and productivity, radically
new concepts to improve public service management have been put in place. New
and roore open pronx,tion systems for senior civil servants, together with
greater inter-departmental roobili ty, staff exchanges, increased public
offices, new management systems, vastly greater use of cooputer technology,
are all now part of our modem civil service.

Career break and job sharing schemes introduced to the public service have
created a total of 6,425 job opporttmities since 1984, as well as affording

0

the participants, the opportunity to tackle new frontiers - all at no extra
,

cost to

the

taxpayer.

A further 1,000 clerical trainees have benefited

from twelve roonths in the civil service at £60 per week.

The first ever White Paper on the Public Service has been published and
legislation for its implementation is now at an advanced stage of preparation.
The

Government has also introduced the highly successful

Qmudsman

System

enabling the public to have their grievances investigated impartially.

o_

A major re-organisation of the Office of Public Works has just been announced
involving the transfer of certain functions to other Departments and a

concentration of the OPW's work on four areas:

(a) Property Management
(b) Construction Projects
(c) Heritage Conservation
(d) Purchasing and supplying

In future Departments seeking work to be done for them will have the option

of either~using the OPW or employing outside contractors, if these contractors

can undertake the work at a more corrpetitive price.

The Budget proposals also contain the announcement of the merger of the
Department of Finance and the Department of the Public Service, the separate
existence of which is no longer considered necessary, with the publication of
the White Paper setting out proposals for public service reform which
represent an important contribution by the DPS to the development of the civil
service.

1.7.3 Local Government

0

Fine Gael regards local government as an essential element in the institutions
of the State.

At present, because of over-centralisation of :f\mctions and

controls, local authorities have very little effective power.

Fine Gael will:
- Devolve :functions at present administered centrally by Departments to local
Councils and reduce or eltiminate central restrictions on those Councils
- Restructure local Crn.mcils, as is already under way in Dublin, so as to
bring local Government closer to the people

0

- Confer new general powers on local authorities, thereby modifying the 'ultra
vi.res' prin~iple which at present limits severely their activities
- Provide for greater accountability at local level
- Encourage local voluntary organisations

Fine Gael believes that developing a sense of local responsibility, local
pride and local voluntary services will inevitably help to give to
Government at local, rather than national, level the status which it merits.

1.8 CtJRTAILm'.} RESTRICTIVE PRACTICES

Fine Gael believes that in the "free entexprise sector" there are
restrictive practices which work to the detrinelt of the consumer.

These are

amongst the rigidities that have to be dismantled if we are to have a dynamic
economy.

1.8.1 Strengthening of Restrictive Practices Carmission

The

Restrictive

Practices Coomission (to be retitled the Fair Trade Ccxrmission) has already
been strengthened by the appointment of a new Chairperson and a new full-time

Q

member.

The benefits of the strengthening will be seen shortly when the

report of the Grocery Review becomes available in a nuch shorter time scale
than has

ever been previously possible for such reports.

A new Bill will give the Fair Trade Corrmission power to initiate their own
studies and enquiries instead of :t)aving to rely on the initiatives of the
Minister or Examiner of Restrictive Practices.

The Bill contains provision

for the making of Restrictive Practices Orders by the Minister without the
need for a prior full scale enquiry, such has been necessary to date.

0

It will also remove the exerq:>tions from the

scope

of restrictive practices

legislation of sectors such as conm.mications, banking and electricity.

In addition to the provisions in relation to restrictive practices and
competition generally, the Bill also provides for additional powers and
functions for the Director of Consumer Affairs in relation to matters
affecting the consumer.

For example, the Director will be given the

additional power to seek injtmctions against persons engaging in practices
contrary to obligations imposed by the Sale of Goods and Supply of Services
Act, 1980 or the Sale of

Goods

Act, 1893.

He

will also be given enforcement

functions in relation to a range of consumer related legislation including,
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for example, food labelling regulations.

1.8.2 Prices Control

All of the powers in the Prices Acts are being retained and can be used if
that is considered necessary at any stage.

.The

Fair Trade Ccmnission, or its members in a personal capacity, can be

appointed as an advisory corrmittee under the Prices Acts to enquire into any
prices questions whenever that is considered necessary.

0
1.8.3 Restrictive Practices in Accountancy and Engineering

Fine Gael in Government will moreover publish

within

three months the results

of studies carried out in relation to Restrictive Practices in the Accountancy
and Engineering professions, involving restrictions on advertising and
concerted fixing of fees or charges.

1.8.4 Restrictive Practices in the Legal Professions

0

Submissions in relation to a canprehensive investigation into restrictive
practices in the legal professions have now been made and study of these
practices is now tmder way.

Fine Gael expects this report in mid year and

will a.ct promptly on it.

1.8.5. Below Cost Selling

The Government has just received the Restrictive Practices Coomission's
j

Report on below cost selling.

Fine Gael will consult with the interests

involved with a view to taking action on this matter.

.
1.8.6. Building Societies

t
Already we have brought in major refonns in the way Building Societies

operate:-The borrower will in future have lower legal costs
-The borrower will now have a choice of insurer for the property
-The borrower will now have a right to the valuation report which

.

previously he/she paid for, but which at present has no right to see
-Tiered interest rates on new loans have been abolished
-The new legislation prohibits the charging of redemption fees

0.

,.
1.8.7 Car Insurance Costs

Car Insurance for young drivers is prohibitively high.

No distinction appears

Fp be made between young people who are good drivers and those who are not

Fine Gael proposes that insurance premia should be reduced for young drivers
who:had a good driving record while insured under their parents' naine

0

or names
have passed an Advanced Driving Test
Consultations have already corrmenced with the insurance canpanies on this
matter.

1.8.8 Employers' Liability Insurance

Fine Gael believes that the reduction of Employers' Liability Insurance is a
high priority.

Already we have changed the way in which courts make awards.

The non-jury courts to be established by legislation now before the Dail will
contribute to a more rational and less costly system of awards.
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2

s:cIAL

~

2 .1 SOCIAL WELFARE BENEFITS

It has always been the policy of Fine Gael to make proper social provisions
for the genuinely disadvantaged in our corrm.m1 ty.

In accordance with this

policy Fine Gael in Government:-

-

has increased Social Benefits each year

-

has most recently extended in its 1987 Budget Proposals the range of

Social Benefits by the extension of treatment benefit to the spouses of
insured workers

0

-

has increased in its 1987 Budget proposals, provision for people over 45

years of age on Unemployment Assistance who are living alone
-

has provided additional resources for disadvantaged parts of the

educational sector
-

has offered major incentives to people living in public owned dwellings

to buy their own houses.

Even when overall spending has to be cut, Fine Gael believes that those who
roost need assistance 111.lSt be protected and social provisions for them should

0

be improved •

This can be done but only in one way.

We Ill.lSt reform social

policy so that it becomes more selective.

In short, we I1USt match our resources to the problems facing us •

•

There is at

present a wasteful cycle of transfer payments. The taxpayer is paying high
marginal tax rates to supply services not only to those who really need them
but also to those who don't.
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2 .1.1 Refonns 1n 1987

'!he Budget proposals for 1987 include provision for the extension of optical

and dental benefits to the spouses of insured workers, and for a supplementary
allowance for people over 45 on tmerrployment assistance living alone.

2.1.2. Improvement of Crude Means Testing by Medical Cards

,.
A clear example of the present tmSelective inefficient system is the extreme

crudity of the rreans testing system ;

0

this includes the use of Medical Cards

in deciding whether people do or do not get a range of services. This leads

to a serious poverty trap. People whose incomes lie just below the specified
level are ,entitled to a whole range of services while those whose incomes are
marginally above this level are eligible for rx:ne.

Fine Gael in Government,

over its term of office, will replace this and other crude means test systems
by a radically different nndel.

This new system will determine the extent to

which people of different income levels with different family responsibilities
are in need of State support.

This will involve co-ordinating the income tax

and social welfare systems which at present operate quite separately and in
tmrelated manner.

0

The resources for the equiprrent necessary for this purpose _

have already been allocated in the 1987 budget.

The recomnendations of the Coomission on Social Welfare contain many proposals
directed towards equity in the redistribution of resources.

Fine Gael in

Governroont will examine the proposals with a view to implementation of
recorrmendations that are feasible within the financial constraints of the
years ahead.

I

2.1.3 Re-organisation of Control and Financing of Social Insurance Fund

Cne of the reasons why public expenditure has continued to rise in recent
years is that the Exchequer contributioo to the Social Insurance Fund has

risen from 25% in 1980 to 31% in 1986. This has happened because the
taxpayer's contribution has been the residual element in financing social
welfare with the tax payer left "picking up the tab" no matter what it

.be.

may

The fact is that Social Insurance contributions and social welfare

benefits have not moved hand in hand with one another.

A key element in

controlling public expenditure is to bring this process under finn control.
t

0

It is important that a relationship be established between the aroount spent on
Social Insurance benefits and the level of contributions payable.

Fine Gael in Government will appoint Trustees to the Social Insurance Fund.
These will be representative of errployers, trade unions and the general
interest.

These Trustees will make recoomendations to the Minister for Social

Welfare regarding Social Insurance contributions and changes in social welfare
schemes.

The Government contribution to Social Insurance spending will be a

fixed percentage of the total. Knowing this percentage, the Trustees will
recoomend each year what increases in benefits should be provided and what

0

changes if any should be made in the rate of PRSI. The ratio of errployers' to
errployees' contributions will be maintained at the present ratio.

Each year well in advance of the Budget the Trustees will notify the
Government of their proposals.

The Government will then include in its

budgetary calculations the 8lll0l.mt required to fulfil its share of the
obligation of providing a fixed percentage of the amount needed for the fund
_in the year ahead.

The Goverrment will then detennine social assistance

levels having regard to the recomnendations of the Trustees in respect to
social benefits.
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Special attention will be paid by Fine Gael to the question of D1sabili ty and
Invalidity benefits.

'lhe Gove:rnnent has already taken steps to improve

controls in the Disability Benefit area and Fine Gael in Gove:rnnent will take
:further steps to ensure that abuses 1n this area will not irrpose an unfair
burden on the taxpayer.

The Government have also brought 1n new measures to combat social welfare
:fraud.

One

htmdred extra staff have been recruited for this purpose and

enterprises from sectors thought to have a high degree of fraud are being
looked at very closely.

0

A new identity card for employment assistance

recipients is being brought in on a pilot basis.

2.2. HEALTH SERVICES

2.2.1 Capitation Payments to G.Ps

Fine Gael proposes to negotiate with General Practitioners a change from the
present fee per i tern to a capitation basis of payment.

This will be done in a

wey that will facili ta.te G.Ps making superarmuation provision for
themselves.

0
2.2.2 Prescription Charges

There is very substantial over-prescription of drugs at present.

This over-

prescription is not merely costly to the taxpeyer but may also be potentially
hannful to the patients by encouraging over-dependence on drugs.

Fine Gael

believes that a small prescription charge of £1 should apply, and has
included such a charge in its 1987 Budget proposals.
deterrent to patients demanding over-prescribing.
an effect on the IllJ'lber of visits paid to doctors.

This will act as a

It is also likely to have

2. 2. 3 Heal th

Boa.rd

Reform

The present Heal th Boards have the power to spend money w1 thout the
responsibility to raise it.

'l'his is a recipe for bad management.

There are

enormous variations between Health Boards in their running costs and in their
attempts to control spending.
efficient and co-operative.

Some Health Boards have been extremely
Others have gone so far as to threaten to

terminate services which were not likely to be affected by the spending
limits at all, and which were in the event maintained.

We intend to carry out a major review of the efficiency and effectiveness of

0

Health Boards with a view to radical overhaul and restructuring. Health
Boards should be made responsible for raising a larger share of their own
Revenue needs.

Much more effective rooni toring of their performance will also

be introduced.

2.3. EDUCATION

The scale of our achievement in the educational area remains little understood
in this country.

Q

The proportion of our total population in the educational

system, at 27% in 1985, is higher than in any other country in the world.

The

educational philosophy of Fine Gael is to ensure that despite the limited
resources available, each child has the opportunity to develop its

own

personality through the educational system to the maxirrun extent to which
he/she can benefit from it.
that although there is a

This corrmitment is clearly reflected by the fact

Jm1Ch

higher proportion of young people in our

population, a considerably larger percentage of these are in third level
education here than, for example, in our richer neighbour, Britain.
equivalent terms two-thirds roore enter higher education in Ireland.

In

2.3.1

Primarv Education

The main failing in our educational system is that it makes inadequate
provision for those whose initial edupational opporttmi t_ies and achievements
are least. Many people who have left sch~l without a fonnal qualification are
effectively condemned to unemployment.

Im educational system which concentrates its resources on helping those at the

top, and ignores the substantial minority \'Jho never make real progress, is
ftmdamentally unjust.

0

A Fine Gael Government will therefore over the next four years introduce an
integrated refonn prograrrrne in regard to primary and secondary education with
a view to ensuring that all students get a fair chance.

Fine Gael will secure more effective co-operation between primary and
secondary schools, including the automatic passing on of student records.

The primary sector is about to reach its peak in tenn of runbers.
that in the situation now facing us, with

0

the

It is clear

approaching rapid decline in the '

total number of primary school children, and a rapidly growing volurre of spare
school accorrrnodation coming available near to areas with inadequate
accorrmodation, the.resulting problem mt.1St
to nec1rby schools.

be

met by some roovement of children

The Minister for Education is initiating a review of this

matter to be carried out over the next six months With a view to avoiding
costly over-building.

The impending rapid decline in the numbers of primary school children also has
implications for the future recruitment of primary teachers.

Because the peak

demand in secondary schools will not be reached for some years to cane,
co-ordination between the two sections of the teaching profession is necessary

and consultatioos en this will be 1ni tiated by Fine Gael.
2.3.2 Post-primary Education.

Similar problems involving a decline in the post-primary school populaticn
,
will start to arise in the mid 1990 1 s.

The problems in this sector are

therefore somewhat less inmediate than in the primary sector.

Nevertheless the planning of schools in different parts of the country rrust
henceforth take account of the fact that the IlUiber of post-primary students
in many areas will start to fall within the next few years and the type of

0

school accorrmodation which will be provided must reflect this situation.

In

this as in other areas Fine Gael will be concerned to ensure that resources
are applied in a rational way and that the taxpayers' money is put to
effective use.

Far greater attention Will be given to designing schools in

such a way that the buildings can be rrulti-purpose and readily adaptable to
other uses if not required for educational purposes at a later stage.
The Minister's review will extend to this area also.

''Partners in Education"

0

Fine Gael in Government will ensure that the objectives of the Green Paper
"Partners in Education" will be pursued so as to achieve an economical,
rational and coherent structure of education.

2.3.3 Curriculum and Examination Board

The work of the Curriculum and Examination Board, first proposed in Fine Gael
policies in the 1970' s will be of very great importance in the post-primary
sector.

The introduction of what have been called "Life Skills" will be

proceeded with in accordance with the guidelines issued by the Minister for
Education.

In second level education, as in the primary sector, it is Fine
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Gael's intention to increase and enhance the role of parents, which until
recently has been gravely neglected.

2.3.4. Language Teaching

Cne of the areas of the school cUITiculum needing particular attention is the
teaching of modem languages.

The

mastering of such languages is likely to

prove increasingly important if school leavers are to be equipped to play a
full part in international coomerce and in marketing Irish products abroad.
Fine Gael in Government will seek ways in which the range of languages studied

0

can be extended and the quality of language learning enhanced.

2.3.5 Third Level Education.

The demand for Third Level Education will continue to expand for many years to
come, but the selection system for Third Level Education is neither
academically nor socially satisfactory.

Enonnous variations exist between the

proportions of children of different socio econani.c groups securing access to
Third Level education.

Under existing arrangements the vast pu1k of the IOOney

for Third Level education is paid to the Third Level Institutions themselves,

0

which use rruch of the funds in question to reduce the fees charged for courses

to ·a small fraction of the actual cost.

Small though these fees may be in

relation to the cost of the courses, they nevertheless represent a deterrent
to many families which lack the necessary resources to finance their children
at Third Level and where the student in question fails to achieve the
equivalent of four honours in his/her Leaving Certificate such children of·
families with limited means are not entitled to grant assistance under the
Higher Education Grants Scheme.

Fine Gael in Government will review the whole question of student support,
including a reassessment of the higher education grants schemes, with a view
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to re-organising the financing of third-level education.

The aim would be to

roove towards changes in the grants schemes designed to direct resources to
those who most need them, which is not happening under the present system.

There are certain faculties where costs are extremely high owing to
technological requirements and lengths of courses.

The acquisition of a

qualification from such a course can provide something very close to a
guarantee of employment either abroad or at home.

In these cases Fine Gael

will consider combining a grant for the level of fees that is normal in
faculties which do not have these unusually high costs, together with a loan

0

for those following high cost courses to cover the excess cost.

The National Planning Board specifically recorrmended greater concentration of
resources into part-time higher education, and recorrmended changes in the
entry requirements for Third Level education in order to cater more
effectively for secaxl chance education.

It also proposed that unemployed

people who have spent seven years in the labour force and who wish to :further
their education should be facilitated by reserving a proportion of university
and other Third Level places for them.

Fine Gael will implement these

proposals, within the Higher Education financial allocati®.

0

2.4.

HOUSING

Housing is an area in which remarkable success has been achieved in recent
years in reducing housing lists dramatically and in halving the average
waiting time for local authority accorrmodation.

The results· have been

achieved by such measures as the establishment of the Housing Finance Agency
in 1981 and the introduction of the£ 5,CX)() grant for people in Comcil
dwellings seeking to purchase private houses.

This is now paralleled by a

scheme for the purchase by existing tenants of local authority houses at very
favourable rates, averaging about 40% of the present cost of building such
accorrmodation.

These policies haVe cootributed to a.situation 1n ~ch the proportion of heme

ownership 1n Ireland is higher than .any other country 1n the world, and 'Where
public housing is relatively readily available to those who cannot afford to
undertake the obligation of home ownership. At the same tine, the existing
housing stock has been irrmensely irrproved by the Home Inprovement Grants
Scheme, 1n respect of which about 135,000 applications have been received,
covering about one quarter of the eligible housing stock.

The total cost to the Exchequer 1n tenns of capital and current costs, and tax
relief, in respect of housing is now nmning at around £700 m a year.

0

In the

light of the achievements in_this area it wil+ be the policy of Fine Gael to
secure some

savings 1n spending

in the years ahead, through m:xiifications of

existing schemes, which are no longer necessary for the pUil)Oses for which
they were originally conceived.

There remain, however, a rn.mt:>er of outstanding problems in the housing area.
One of the most serious defects of the Irish housing situation is the very
clearcut segre~ation of local authority and private housing estates.

Secondly

much recent house building, including local authority housing, has been in the
outer suburbs of the main cities, despite the existence of sites within the
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cities.

The use of inner city sites will reduce the burden of providing· new

services and will take advantage of under-utilised services in inner-city
It is important in inner city re-development to secure the proper "mix" of
both private and public housing.

There is also the continuing problem of

catering for the needs of the Travelling People, both in term of housing and
more particularly in ternJS of serviced camping sites, and of dealing with the
problems of other homeless people.

Fine Gael in Government will work toward minimising the segregation of housil1,g
in future; in major urban areas it will concentrate new housing - both
private and local authority - as far as possible in inner-city areas.

It will

also ensure the rapid·development of accam0datioo, including the provision of
serviced halting sites, for Travelling People, spread throughout the camunity
rather than concentrated 1n particular areas.

'lhrough. the operation of the

Housing Bill, at present before the Oireachtas, it will tackle other problems
of hanelessness.

2. 5 DEALING WITH CRIME

We have succeeded in the last four years in turning the tide by reversing the
rising trend in reported crime.

by 2.6%.

0

In 1984, the level of reported crime dropped

In 1985, there was a.furthe.r reduc~~on of ~.5%_followed again in

1986 by a reduction in the order of 6 to 7%.
1986 is of course provisional.

At this stage the figure for

Thus, in 1986, the level of reported crime was

approximately 17% below that of 1983.

This is the first time since crime

statistics began to be compiled in the present way that a sustained reduction
has been achieved for three years in a row.

This situation was brought about by several different means.

First, between 1982 and 1986 the Government decided that restrictions on

Q

recruitment to the Public Service should not apply to the Garcia Siochaha.

The

Force was built up from 10,640 in November 1982 to a peak of 11,400 nembers in
1986 - its highest level ever - and even without recruitment in 1987 will
remain 500 above its November 1982 level.

Second, there has been a major investment in equipment for the force, with
particular emphasis on a modem, custom-designed coommications network.

Third, there has been a special emphasis on the development of corrm.mity
involvement in policing.

There are now 323 Neip)"lbourhood Watch Schemes 1n operation throughout the
country, involving 92, 907 households.

In rural areas, the Cormuni ty Alert

Scheme sponsored by Muintir na Tire has been of enormous assistance,
particularly in providing reassurance to elderly people living in isolated
areas.

Further developments are well in hand, and we Will build on these to

bring about further improvements in crime prevention and detection.

Work on the new radio corrrnunications system for Dublin Metropolitan Area is
well advanced.

A contract was recently placed for a ccxnputerised Corrrnand and

Control System for the Dublin Metropolitan Area, which Will further llfl)rove
the speed of response and the effectiveness of Garcia resources.
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Fine Gael is

preparing measures to roodemise the management structure of the Garcia Siochana
and to update the content of Garda training courses, so as to make them more
directly relevant to the ~ituations facing Gardai on the ground.

The capacity of our prisons and places of detention has been increased so that
some 1,900 offenders can be accoornodated - a~ increase of more than 50¼ over
the 1982 figure of 1,200.

The new detention centre at 'Wheatfield, Co. Dublin will be completed by the

Q

Auturm of this year, and will be ready for use at the begirming of 1988. This
will provide a further 320 places, and its design permits a high level of
flexibility in use.

This new facility will assist the Prison Service in responding constructively
to the needs of society and of the different groups of offenders in custody.

3. Am'S,cm.TURE, SPCRr AR> THE mvilOl4Dff

3.1 ARTS AND CULTURE

Fine Gael in Government will continue to give priority to the the Arts, to
Culture and the protection of

our heritage.

The Arts Cotmcil grant has been fully maintained :for 1987 at £5.9 millioo, and
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this will be supplemented by funds from the National Lottery.

A total o:f 35%

of the f\mds becoming available from the National Lottery - which are expected
to total arotmd £10 million in 1987 - will be allocated to Arts, Culture, the
Irish language and the preservation of our architectural heritage. With the
future development of the Lottery it is expected that a total of arotmd £9

million should be made available from the Lottery for these purposes by 1990.
This should make possible, among other things, a doubling of the present Arts
Cotmcil Grant over that time scale.

Q

Fine Gael will also legislate:
- to establish the National Museum on an independent :footing, with its own
Governing Board
- to control the export of documents, pictures,etc
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3.2 SPORT

Fine Gael recognises the 1.nportance of sport in the national lives of oor
country and is proud of the contribution it has made in Governnent to the
development of sport. That is why it is devoting 55% of the National
Lottery proceeds to sport.

. In considering,

how the additional resources for sport deriving fran the

national lottery might be used in future, Fine Gael will be considering the
following proposals:

0

- Establishing

cosrom -

the National Sports Council - on a statutory

basis
- Developir;lg a House of Sport to provide additional resources for governing
bodies
- Establishing a National Coaching Bureau
- Developing sports facilities on a regional and national basis
- Co-ordinating the funding and plarming of sports facilities, now being done
by several agencies and Departments

- Encouraging the dual use of sports facilities between schools and
cormn.mities
- Promoting a national worker fitness prograrrme
The steps already taken by Fine Gael to develop sport have included:-

- Increasing funding for sport by 123% fran 1983 to 1986
- Establishing the National Lottery which will allocate 55% of its Stlll)lus to
sport.

On

present estimates this should involve additional resources of at

least £5 million in 1987 rising towards £15 million by 1990
- Establishing a grant scheme for elite sportspersons worth £100,0CX)
- Introducing tax relief on gifts to

cosrom

for the development of sport in

Ireland
- Increasing :funding for Olynpic Council of Ireland to its highest level ever
- Providing paid leave for civil servants representing their country in major
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champiooships
- Providing £1/4 million to raise the standard of Irish national. hunt racing
- Appointing Sports Officers in the greater IA.tblin area
- Publishing the national sports centre comnittee report which proposes
substantial investment in Dublin, Cork, Galway, Athlone, Waterford,
Blessington, the North East and the North West

.
3.3 CONSERVATIOO

0

Measures are necessary to preserve our heritage.

•
The Derryna.fl.an case has

shown the urgency of legislation, which Fine Gael in Gove:mment will introduce
irrmediately, to ensure that national treasures are vested in the State, with
appropriate ex gra.tia payments for those who may accidentally find them, or on
whose land they are found.

The National Monunents legislation, at present

before the Sean.ad, contains powers to protect archaeological sites from
destruction or spoliation, and extend protection for the first time to
archaeological items found in our territorial seas.

In recent decades a large part of our architectural heritage has been lost ·
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through

deficiencies in our planning laws.

The same National bruments -

legislation, provides that groups of buildings may be listed by the
Corrrnissioners for Public Works for protection, thus preventing their
demolition, or destruction through neglect, which existing legislation has
notably failed to secure •

.Another i.n:portant change which Fine Gael in gove:mment will introduce will -:... r
involve changes in the planning laws which at present pennit caJI>ensation to
O'W11ers of land or buildings that need to be preserved in the national interest
on a scale that, in practice, often makes preservation financially i.n:possible~
Action taken under the present legislation has recently faced D..Jn Laoghaire

·

UC.

Corporation with a choice between either paying a very large sun for a parcel
of land purchased for £40,0ClO, or allowing a roost valuable anenity area on
Killiney Hill to be built on.

Fine Gael will legislate to make this

impossible in future, while of course, preserving legitimate rights of
compensation in cases of genuine loss.

Other legislation will make it mandatory _for local authorities, freed from
this extravagant ccmpensation threat, to list for preservation buildings in
their area that are of artistic, architectural or historical interest, with
appropriate penalties for their destruction, including an obligation to
re-build them, where they are destroyed.
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Finally compulsory powers will be

provided to secure repairs of listed buildings, and f\mds fran the National
Lottery will be be available to assist the preservation of particularly
outstanding buildings.

Legislation dealing with the problem of derelict sites, already in
preparation, will also be introduced by Fine Gael.

A major achievement of the present Government has been the Local
Government(Planning and Development) Act 1983, Which sealed off the Planning

0

Appeals Board from political interference.

3. 4 THE NUCLEAR RISK

Fine Gael is opposed to the use of nuclear fission for civil as well as
military purposes.

It believes that however small may be the risk of major

nuclear accidents, the consequences of such accidents, when they occur, as at
Chernobyl, and the as yet unresolved problem of absolutely safe disposal of
nuclear waste, are such that nuclear fission is not an acceptable
method of energy generation.

It believes all efforts should be
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.
concentrated on alternative energy sources and on energy c~rvation 1n order

to enable nuclear fission to be phased out as soon as possible.

It notes with

satisfaction that sane countries have already decided either not to develop ·a
rn.iclear fission capability, or to abandon existing nuclear fission facilities.

4.

~

REFOOM

Fine Gael in Government will maintain the momentum of its progranme of social
reform.
In relation to Family Law, 1n addition to the law already passed lowering the

Q

age of majority, and legislation currently before the Oireachtas dealing with
the Care and Protection of Children, Adoption, and the Status of Children,

Fine Gael .. will be introducing legislation to reform juvenile justice, to
to control under-age drinking, to ban video nasties, and to control gaming

extablishments.
In relation to marriage we will be making provision:

- for protection orders to be made separately from barring orders

- to give spouses rights in the fanily home
- to provide for reciprocal maintenance arrangements between Ireland and

0

the United Kingdan
- to raise the age of marriage
- to provide for a three roonths period of notice of marriage
- to extend the grounds for separation
- to introduce Family Courts

This remarkable body of family legislation currently tmder way reflects Fine
Gael's comni tment to the protection of the family.

Laws already passed to

safeguard people's rights, such as the Qnbudsnan' s Act and the Garda
Ccmplaints Act, will be supplemented by legislation now in preparation:
- to ban incitement to hatred
- to provide for judicial supervision of telephone tapping
- to abolish the death penalty
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Other legislation passed by the present Government which has tackled the
problems previously neglected, range widely from the law establishing the
National Archives and ensuring the protection of our archival heritage, to
that establishing the Combat Poverty Agency.

5. ¥1"1m'S RIGHI'S

In the area of securing full equality for women in Ireland, Fine Gael's
concern has been expressed through Government action across a wide range of

0

areas:
- Securing flexibility in the work place for men and women through job
sharing and career break schemes
- Appointing equal opportunity officers to key Semi-State bodies
- Introducing a new and unique prograrrrne to eliminate sexism in
the education system
- Establishing a major prograrrrne to release the potential of women
entrepreneurs which has been a dramatic success
- Introducing employment equality in the Gardai and the prison service
- Enacting a range of important legislative reforms including equality in

0

respect of Social Welfare, effective family planning legislation, removal
of discrimination in domicile and citizenship laws
\

- Ratifying the UN Convention to eliminate all fonn of discrimination again.st
women
- Achieving a clear breakthrough in the appointment of women to State bodies

Fine Gael has also fulfilled its conmitment to home makers by including in the
1987 Budget proposals provision for the extension of dental and optical
benefit to spouses of insured workers.
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Fine Gael will continue :to facilitate and encourage the progress of -wanen 1n

Ireland towards full equality 1n all aspects of Irish life, and will
introduce at an early date an Equal Status Bill to el1m1.nate all forms of
discrimination oo the grounds of sex or marital status 1n the matter of acce~
to goods, facilities and services, sports and other forms of recreational
activity.

6. POLITICAL, .AIIIINIS'mATIV AND JIDICIAL REFCHI

It has beccme increasingly clear that defects in the political and
administration system are contributing_ to econcmic and social problems and

0

that the need for political and administrative reform is now acute.

6.1. THE ELECTORAL SYSTEM.
There has been widespread and growing concern in recent years at the extent to
which pressures deriving from our present multi seat electoral system divert
T.Ds 8JlvcJY from their legislative role towards an undue concentration on
constituency

wom.

It would be a grave mistake to undervalue the i.n:portance

of such contact with individual constituents; without a significant
interaction between constituents and their representatives, 'IDs would not gain
the practical knowledge of defects in the existing administrative system that

0

require remedy by legislative action.

The problem lies rather in the

excessive concentration on this kind of activity which is forced upon 'IDs, not
merely by the normal competitive process between parties, but also by
competition between 'IDs of the same party.

In the past two attempts at

constitutional changes to deal with this problem were initiated by Fianna
Fail.

Both were extremely crude and simplistic efforts to substitute for our

PR, system the British electoral system, which involves placing a single X _
opposite one name on the ballot paper in single-seat constituencies.

The Irish people are strongly attached to the concept of representation in
parliament being proportional.

They expect and wish the Dail to reflect

-z.
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reasonably accurately the overall political views of the people as a whole,
and any revision of the electoral system rrust be such as to produce that
result.

At the same time they a.re also clearly attached to the roore

sophisticated Irish voting method of placing candidates in order of choice,
rather than placinp; an X after one name.

Any refonn of the system designed to

deal with the problem of multi seat constituencies rrust, therefore, take
accol.Il'1t of these two requirements.

Fine Gael in Government will accordingly initiate a Referendun designed to
authorise a modification of the present electoral system involving the
election of much the greater part of the members in the Dail (possibly about

0

two-thirds) by transferable vote (1,2,3,etc) in single seat constituencies.
However, to avoid the proliferation of very small parties, the distribution of
the supplementary seats would be made only to parties which secured a certain
minirrum proportion of the national vote e.g.

5% as in Gennany.

The details

of such refonn will be for discussion between the parties and by public
opinion generally but the need for such a reform is however evident and widely
accepted.

It may be noted that l.Il'1der such a system the number of people to be

0

represented by a T.D. would fall from figures in the order of 60,000 to
upwards of 100,000 at present, to, for example, about 32,000, if two-thirds of
the members were to be directly elected in single seat Constituencies by the
alternative vote.

Fine Gael also proP9ses to achieve economies by reducing the number of
Ministers of State from 15 to 8.

At the same time, Cabinet Ministers

requiring additional political assistance with their work will have allocated
to them T.D.s as Parliamentary Private Secretaries.
carry no renuneration.

Experience elsewhere has

These appointments will

shown

the value of this

assistance in reducing the burden of routine work on Ministers, while at the

Ii
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same time giving aanini.strative experience to an additional rn.mt>er of members
of the Parliament.

6.2. CABINET SECRETARIAT

'

The existing aan:inistra.tive structures are inadequate

modem Government.

to carry the load of

A strengthening of the Cabinet Secretariat designed 'to

produce a sufficient corps of officials to present Departmental Memoranda in a
roore manageable form for Government decision making will be established.

0

6. 3

'CABINET' OFFICERS

The present Government and sane previous Governments have made limited use of
Special Advisers.

Where this arrangement has existed '1t has proved extremely

valuable, but the fact that not all Ministers have had Special Advisers and
that the roles of these Advisers have varied somewhat has made it impossible

to gain maximum advantage from a system which is widely employed in
Continental Europe and in the European Ccmnission.

This system reduces the

load on Ministers, by providing a co-ordinating mechanism of a

0

political-administrative type inmediately below Government level.

Accordingly

Fine Gael in Government will appoint Officers in each Ministry who as well as
advising their own Minister will have a co-ordinating role supplementing the

.

existing co-ordinating :functions of the Civil Service.

All such Officers will

be appointed only for the life of the Government in question, and their
services will terminate when a Government leaves office.

6.4 COSTING PARTY PRCM[SES

Ireland has suffered from the fact that politicians, in the short space of an

00

election campaign, frequently make promises to the electorate that they are ·.
incapable of keeping.

The result is severe disillusiorrnent with politics and

democracy on the part of many in tf1e electorate.

Fine Gael believes that there should be a mechanism to check the cost,
.,

*

and consistency with economic reality, of promises made by parties at
elections.

Such a system has operated, with success, in the Netherlands since

the last War.

Fine Gael Will in the course of its next term of office establish an
independent mechanism for undertaking such validation of Party promises.

0

This

I

will be underpinned in a new law concerning registered political parties.
There will be consultation with Opposition parties and economic institutions
on the details of such a scheme.
Fine Gael also favours the re-introduction of limits on party spending dur~
elections.

6.5 REFORM OF DISTRICT COURT APPOINI'MENTS

At present appointments to the District Court are p.I'bitrary, With scores of
applications for each position and with no mechanism for screening applicants.
Fine Gael will appoint a Corrmittee comprising the Chief Justice, President of
the High Court, President of the District Court, President of the Bar Council,
President of the Incorporated Law Society and Attorney General to reccmnend

•

names to the Government as possible nominees in the case of each post.

7 .OORTHERN IRELAND

The

Anglo-Irish Agreement of Novent>er 15th 1985 represents a major

breakthrough in respect of both the rights of the minority in Northern Ireland
and Anglo-Irish relations.

The declaration in this Agreement that in the

event of a majority in Northern Ireland consenting to Irish unity, the British
Government will introduce and support legislation towards this end in the
British Parliament, has effectively removed the British question frcm Irish
politics, leaving decisions on Ireland's future to Irish people in Ireland.

At the same time the assurance contained in this Agreement, that the status of
Northern Ireland would not be changed without the clear consent of a majority.
in Northern Ireland, has removed all possible groimds for unionist fears of

unification being imposed on them.

The signatories to the Agreement recognised that it would take time before the
Agreement came to be accepted by different groups in Northern Ireland, and
they provided for a three-year review in respect of the working of the
Inter-Governmental Conference established by the .Agreement.

Progress is being_ma.de in securing full recognition of the rights of the
minority in Northern Ireland and in moving towards a situation in which the
minority can identify with the structures of Govemnent in the North, and find

•

acceptable the administration of justice and the security system.
Progress made to date includes:

In the area of aaninistraticn of justice:

Virtually all prisoners sentenced on super grass evidence have been

released

More terrorist-type cases are to be dealt with be jury trials.
The onus of proof in bail applications is being shifted fran the defence

1

to the prosecutioo.

Reasa:lable grounds of suspicion are in future to be required for arrest
People detained in custody are to have the right to have saneone

•

infonned of their arrest, and the right of access to a solicitor w1 thin
48 hours.

The use or threat of violence is to be a ground for declaring a statement
inadmissible in law.

In the area of relatims with the security forces:

Control by the Secretary of State and police over parades and marches is
being substantially strengthened.
The perfonnance of the RUC during the 1986 marching season dem:>nstrated a
real concern to protect the rights of the minority.
There has been a substantial increase in accompaniment of British Arrey
and UDR patrols by the RUG, and a sharp reduction in the nurrber of
complaints of harrassment.
Proposals for a stronger law against incitement to hatred are in
preparation.

A new police complaints procedure is being introduced.
Identity Issues:

The repeal of the Flags and Emblems Act is underway.
Steps are being taken to remove the ban on Irish street name signs •

•
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A bilingual map of Northern Ireland is under preparation by the Ordnance
Survey.
The Northern Ireland Assembly franchise has been extended to include
people from the Republic hitherto excluded, and steps are being taken

to extend the franchise in a similar way for local elections.

•
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The Irish and British Governments remain totally ccmnitted to the Agreement, ·
which has the support of all parties in the British Parliaoont, end Fine Gael
will work to create conditions favourable for devolution of a wide range of
governmental powers to fonn of government in Northern Ireland representative

•

of those people in both corrrnunities who repudiate violence.
I

In the irrrnediate future, Fine Gael looks foNard to the allocation of the
International Fund by its Trustees in a manner that will stimulate economic
activity in Northern Ireland and in border areas of our State.

The amoun~

available from the first annual tranches of the Ftmd for use in our Border
areas will approach £1Qn.

0

Fine Gael in Government will also pursue actively the question of European
contributions to the Fund.

8. FOOEIGN POLICY AND OFFICIAL DEVEWPMENT AID

Fine Gael in government will pursue Irish ideals and interests in the foreign
policy area.

Fine Gael is carmitted to the restoration and preservation of human rights.
In conjunction with its partners in the EEC, as well as in its own right, it
will pursue this objective.

Fine Gael's policies include opposition to apartheid in South Africa,

•
•
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including support for sanctions, which in Ireland's case, though not in the
case of most of our EEC partners, extends to sanctions against South African
fruit and vegetables;

supports the right of the Palestinian people to self-

detennination in conjunction with adequate and effective guarantees for
Israel's security;

and support for the settlement of the political conflict

in Central America by peaceful means and without external intervention.

Fine Gael is opposed to erry denial of civil rights en the basis of religioos

.,.
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belief or practices.

Os it has done when in Goverm1ent since 1973, when we joined the EEC,

.

Fine Gael will continue to exercise Ireland's independent role

/

in foreign policy matters, ~le working with the other merri:>ers of the

.,

European Ccmm.m.i ty to achieve comoon

grotmd

the positions Ireland has consistently held.

where possible en the basis of
This policy has already borne

fruit in significant movement dtlring the past decade by other EEC countries
towards Ireland's position in relation

to the three'foreign policy issues

mentioned in the previous paragraph.

0
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Fine Gael will continue to uphold Ireland's military neutrality, provision for
which has been included at our insistence in the Single European Act.

Fine Gael will also support international moves towards disannament and
measures to prevent nuclear proliferation.

Within the European Corrm.mity, Fine Gael in Government will use its links with
#

the Christian Democratic parties in Government in Germany, Italy, France, the
Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg, as well as the close and
friendly relations we have established with other member goverrnnents in
countries such as France and Spain, to further Irish interests - as it has
done successfully so often in the past e.g. in the 1976 fishery negotiation,

•

the 1984 super-levy negotiation and the recent negotiations to rationalise
the Conmen Agricultural Policy.

•
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Official Development Assistance

i;, -.
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Despite the difficult budgetary situation during the past four years, Fine
Gael has very substantially increased Ireland's Official Development
Assistance Prograrrrne.

This year despite the £210 million cuts in domestic

spending our Assistance Prograrrme will again be increased though it has not
proved possible to meet the Building on Reality target.

Fine Gael is

detennined to build on our existing achievements during the next period in
Government, even while public expenditure is strictly controlled.

We are

particularly concerned to strengthen the existing excellent relations with the
Non Governmental Organisations •

•
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